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ction
Staff rec
commends that the Citty Council:
1. Review
R
and provide inp
put on the design
d
deve
elopment p
plans for Pa
alisades Ga
arden
Walk
W
& Tow
wn Square.
2. Approve
A
the
e recommen
nded design
n direction.
3. Direct
D
staff to
t move forrward with constructio
on documen
nts, returnin
ng to regula
atory
commissions for additiional refine
ements of sspecific ele
ements as iindicated in
n the
sttaff report.
Executive Summa
ary
The des
sign develo
opment pha
ase for Palisades Gard
den Walk & Town Sq
quare by Ja
ames
Corner Field Operations is complete. The dessign develo
opment pla
ans have b
been
presente
ed to the community,
c
R
& Parks an
nd Planning
g Commisssions
and the Recreation
and had
d regulatory
y reviews by
y the Landmarks Com
mmission (fo
for Town Sq
quare only)) and
the Arch
hitectural Review
R
Board (for arrchitectural elements within Pallisades Ga
arden
Walk). A summary
y of the Co
ommissione
ers’ and Bo
oard’s comments and
d formal acctions
are inclu
uded in this
s report. Staff
S
is now
w requestin
ng that Cou
uncil review
w the proposed
design developme
d
nt plans (A
Attachmentt A) and p rovide feed
dback for iincorporatio
on in
construc
ction documents, witth the und
derstanding
g that deta
ails for ce
ertain elem
ments
requeste
ed by the Architectura
A
al Review Board
B
and L
Landmarks Commissio
on will retu
urn to
these re
egulatory agencies
a
fo
or approva
al prior to incorporattion into th
he construction
documents.
Backgro
ound
On Aprill 13, 2010, Council aw
warded a de
esign contra
act to Jame
es Corner F
Field Opera
ations
(JCFO) to design th
he park and
d town square describ
bed in the 1
1993 (updatted on June
e 28,
C
Center Specific Plan (CCS
SP). The C
CCSP EIR adequatelly reviewed
d the
2005) Civic
project in complian
nce with CEQA
C
and no addition
nal review is required
d for the T
Town
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Square and Palisades Garden Walk. A key factor in the selection of JCFO was its
creative design approach and commitment to engaging the public in the planning and
design of public open spaces.
On June 22, 2010, Council approved a community engagement strategy to ensure that
the park designs reflect the diverse interests and perspectives of the Santa Monica
community.

A multi-pronged strategy using electronic communication, stakeholder

group liaisons, joint meetings of the Recreation & Parks Commission and the Planning
Commission, visits to other advisory groups and regulatory commissions at key
intervals, and multiple community workshops has been employed as further articulated
below. This strategy was approved by Council and is included in this staff report as
Attachment B. It has been fully implemented throughout the design process.
A project website (http://www.smciviccenterparks.com) was launched to provide an
online platform for information sharing between the project team and the community.
The website contains project updates and news, project team and contact information, a
photo gallery, online surveys, reports related to the project, and information on the
overall CCSP.
Discussion
The overarching design concept for Palisades Garden Walk & Town Square reflects
both the vision and the language of the CCSP. The CCSP envisioned that a “necklace
of linked open spaces” would be provided within the Civic Center to give structure and
identity to the area. The CCSP conceived of Palisades Garden Walk as “interpreting
landscape characteristics of southern California coastal bluffs and arroyos, contrasting
open lawns and organized pedestrian pathways,” with public art, horticulture and a
creative contouring of landform. It was envisioned to be a place for informal play,
picnicking, strolling, jogging, sitting and viewing. The Town Square described in the
CCSP would be “in the tradition of a forum, providing a space for people to gather in
large groups and in smaller numbers to express their views and voice opinions on
matters of public interest” and a space designed to “feel comfortable during major civic
gatherings as well as when only a few individuals are present.” As a central focus of
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nity and soc
cial activitie
es within th
he site, it sh
hould create
e an attracctive terminu
us to
commun
Main Strreet. The proposed
p
de
esigns refle
ects the ten
nets of the C
CCSP.
Design Developme
D
ent - Palisad
des Garden
n Walk
JCFO’s concept fo
or the park,, described conceptua
ally to the ccommunityy as the “Arrroyo
Wash,” inspired the
e park’s de
esign. In its
s evolved d
design deve
elopment fo
orm, the Arrroyo
theme is
s carried out
o through hills, bays
s, plantingss, overlookks, water fe
eatures, lighting
and gree
en screens.
Hills – The site’s linear rolling topogra
aphy is pun
nctuated b
by a seriess of taller b
bluffs
organize
ed around four
f
distinctt Hills: Gard
den, Discovvery, Gathe
ering and Grand.
Garden Hill,
characte
erized by ro
olling four
to six foot high planted hills,
features
s interweaviing paths,
a grove
e of matu
ure Ficus
trees

complemen
c
nting

the

very larg
ge existing
g Moreton
Bay Fig – forming a shade
grove ideal for picn
nicking.
ng Hill with
h its large
Gatherin
lawn an
nd stepped
d seating
occupies
s the hea
art of the
park

and
a

accom
mmodates

the large
est numberr of users at
a once and
d can accom
mmodate ccultural even
nts. The p
park’s
restroom
m building is
s located adjacent
a
to Gathering Hill and tuccked underr Grand Hill with
individua
al stalls tha
at are accessed from both sides bringing n
natural lightt and ventilation
into the stalls.
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In response to community and Council feedback, Discovery Hill has developed into a
playful destination for children of all ages and abilities, as well as adults. Universally
accessible play features include hillside slides, rubberized playing surface hills and
valleys, a water spray and play area within a natural boulder setting. Imaginative play
“pod” structures are proposed. Complementing the play area is an adjacent shaded
tree grove with picnic tables and seating. A gateway entry at the south edge welcomes
visitors into the park from a mid-block crossing aligned with The Village Living Street
passageway.
Grand Hill features the most dramatic views overlooking Ocean Avenue, the Pier and
ocean beyond. At its highest point, Grand Hill rises 18 feet above the natural grade.
Gradual ramps lead to the dramatic hilltop, providing access for all and views from two
outlook structures and a connecting bridge.

Visitors will be drawn to the overlook

structures where they can enjoy the scenery. At the south edge of the hilltop, visitors
will be able to sit beneath a large specimen tree.
Bays – Carved into the rolling topography are a series of bays that organize the site’s
program and include spaces for small events and performances, gardens, seating, play,
and bike parking along the outer edges of the park. Bikers’ Bays with racks, seating,
drinking fountains and trash receptacles are located at Grand Hill, along Ocean Avenue
and Olympic Drive and at Main Street, where the Bay incorporates bus stop amenities.
Plantings – The CCSP’s original goal for this park was that the site should become a
beautiful garden for the public to enjoy. Planting on the ground plane will consist of a
variety of native grasses, perennials, bulbs and small shrubs that are easily maintained
and drought-tolerant.

These elements of southern California horticulture provide

contrast to the open lawn, pedestrian pathways, and the creative contouring of landform
described in the CCSP.
Three forest types are grouped over the site: sycamores, oaks and pines – along with
relocated Ficus trees and other existing trees - creating different canopies for a variety
of shade experiences for informal play, picnicking and sitting. Specimen trees are
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planted at key locations throughout the park and include Arbutus Marina (Strawberry
Tree), Ceiba Speciosa (Floss Silk Tree) and the Platanus Racemosa (Western
Sycamore).
Overlooks – Marking the two topographically higher hills are the proposed overlook
structures that frame the views beyond, and provide dynamically shaped focal point
enclosures of painted steel. These overlook structures will be subtly and internally lit in
the evening. An ADA-accessible bridge, connecting the two hills will provide an
important view point as well. A third overlook structure adjacent to Garden Hill will
provide views over the I-10 Freeway and down 2nd Street. This overlook is at grade.
Water Features – The design for Palisades Garden Walk includes two water features
linked by a subtle, but continuous, water runnel. Emanating from a third water feature in
Town Square, the presence of water throughout the park towards the ocean reinforces
the Arroyo concept and draws visitors into and through the site.

The Water Bay

Cascade located close to Main Street is more naturalistic in design with large boulders
on one side and a terraced edge integrated into the adjacent hillside on the other side.
Appropriately placed at the main park entrance, the Ocean Avenue Gateway Fountain is
the most dramatic and dynamic of the water features. It occupies the lower portion of
Grand Hill and adds the tranquil sound of water to offset traffic noise.
Lighting – The design features a hierarchy of lighting elements, from high poles to low
bollards, from up lighted specimen trees to under lighted benches. Appropriately scaled
lights will guide visitors through the main paths, ensure adequate overall light levels for
night time safety, added drama, accent water features and trees, and light
performances or other public events in the Gathering Hill.
Green Screens – Lushly planted green screens with integrated concrete seat walls
have been added to the edge of the McClure Tunnel Bridge to visually integrate the
constrained deck with the main park entrance on Ocean Avenue. A cut-out in the
screen will allow for a framed easterly view of the I-10 Freeway. Green screens will
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also be used to screen the park maintenance building and above-ground utility
switching station located at the southwest corner of the park.
Changes Since Schematic Design – In response to community input, the design of
the park has been refined to include strengthened connections to the surrounding uses
including the future Downtown light rail station and the Village Housing.

Changes

include the addition of a primary circulation route from the northeast corner of the site
(at the Main Street Bridge) to the southwestern area of the site (at the intersection of the
future Olympic Drive and the proposed mid-block crosswalk to the Village Housing), and
the articulation of the Ocean/Colorado Avenue corner as a gateway and destination.
Additional design refinements include: the removal of the lighting trellis

and the

incorporation of most of the existing trees on site. Design details for many elements
within the park have evolved including: three overlook structures, three play structures,
lushly planted green screens and green walls, the water features, water runnels, the
public restroom, and a variety of park amenities such as seating and tables, drinking
fountains, trash receptacles and bike racks.
Design Development – Town Square
The plan for the Town Square design provides a comfortable space for major civic
gatherings and smaller intimate gatherings alike. It maintains several components that
link it to Palisades Garden Walk – the water feature and water runnel, complimentary
hardscape and benches, and an enlarged crosswalk at Main Street to accommodate
increased pedestrian flows between the two open spaces. During the review process,
the Landmarks Commission decided to supplement the City Hall Landmark Designation
in order to clearly define City Hall’s exterior character-defining features. In response to
the May 9, 2011 determination by the Landmarks Commission, the proposed design for
Town Square was revised as follows:
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TOWN SQUARE
E – PROPO
OSED DESIGN

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
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9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
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D
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R
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p
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b
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N
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C
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N
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T
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N
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R
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Pathways – The design preserves the shape and form of the north-south and eastwest pathways while introducing a scoring pattern which takes its cues from the lines of
the building façade. The proposed aggregate concrete in a warm tone to match the
paving proposed for Palisades Garden Walk is proposed as an important element to
connect the Town Square with Palisades Garden Walk.
complement City Hall’s accent tile work.

This aggregate will also

The existing brickwork outlining the main

paving area and planters will be preserved in place.
Plantings - Respecting the importance of the memorial rose garden, the JCFO team
revised design now preserves the garden in its current location and shape, but replaces
the aged (not original) rose plants with new healthy roses of a similar variety. A water
element is introduced surrounding the roses (described below) replacing the band of
accent turf. This change adds formality and elegance to this important focal point at the
entry to City Hall and center of Town Square.

The footprint of the existing large turf

areas to either side of the main walkway is retained but broken up to be framed by a
meadow grass edge adjacent to either side of the main walkway and an allée of trees
flanking both the north and south edges of the lawn areas. The plan that was presented
to the Landmarks Commission and shown above features a double row of Pink Trumpet
shade trees that are aligned with the north and south edge of City Hall preserving, yet
formally framing, views of the building facade. Between the rows of trees, new pathways
for improved access, lighting and seating to activate the space are introduced.
To further frame the central City Hall view and define seating areas and add shade,
between the open lawn and the intimate shaded seating areas on each side, JCFO has
proposed a rose arbor (see above) with beams and cable that integrate lighting and
rose plants.

The design continues to embrace an ample open plaza area to

accommodate civic gatherings. One missing Windmill Palm in front of City Hall is
proposed to be replaced to balance the number of palms on either side of City Hall. The
sustainable demonstration garden would remain. The rose arbor structure is a critical
linking element with the steel screening elements throughout Palisades Garden Walk
and at the corner of Ocean and Colorado Avenues, unifying the two open spaces
architecturally.
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urnishing – Worksho
op participa
ants asked
d for addittional area
as for plea
asant
Site Fu
seating so that the
e front of City
C Hall co
ould be bettter used by visitors a
and employyees.
JCFO’s design places concre
ete benches
s facing the
e rose garden and water feature,, and
h the rows of
o trees. The
T design includes ccolored con
ncrete bencches that m
match
beneath
the hard
dscape with
h backs and
d arm rests
s to meet A
ADA standards. JCFO
O proposess that
the desiign for the benches will
w also be complimen
ntary in dessign to those in Palisades
Garden Walk to serve as a co
onnective fe
eature.
City Halll – City Ha
all’s original Art Moderrne façade is currentlyy
modified
d with layerrs of add-o
ons. JCFO proposes tto clean-up
p
the entrrance and return it to
o its origina
al historic integrity byy
removing the blue awning, 19
980s era sttair railingss, ramp and
d
wn Juniperrs. The plan presented by JF
FCO to the
e
overgrow
r
Landma
arks Comm
mission on May 23rd
also replaces the
e

existing access ramp with long symmetrical ramp
ps on either
at would no
ot require railings. To
o
side of the front entrance tha
complem
ment the ramps
r
and
d provide needed se
eating, the
e
design incorporate
es a seat wall in front of the llow ramps.
Addition
nally, the fla
agpole is prroposed to be returned
d to the top
p
of City Hall where
e it was originally plac
ced. The existing brrick stairs a
at the City Hall
entrance
e are retain
ned.
Water Feature
F
– As shown
n in the re
endering ab
bove, a so
ource wate
er element with
reflective
e surface, infinity edg
ge and gentle water ssounds enh
hances the dedicated rose
garden. At its westtern edge, the
t fountain
n spills ove
er and initiattes the con
nnective sha
allow
runnel, beginning in Town Square,
S
flow
wing throug
gh the Pallisades Ga
arden Walkk site
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T
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e.
Lighting
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L
uplighting for the
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unted
downligh
hts, LED ad
djustable pipe-mounte
ed accents and spot lights for the
e main entrance
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to City Hall are included in the JCFO design to increase light levels without the
introduction of obtrusive light poles.
Public Art
On January 28, 2011, the Arts Commission’s public artist selection panel recommended
Iñigo Manglano-Ovalle as the artist for the Palisades Garden Walk & Town Square
project and the Commission approved the artist selection on February 16, 2011.

Mr.

Manglano-Ovalle participated in the final community workshop on February 26, 2011
and is collaborating with JCFO on preliminary conceptual design research for the art
piece.

Updates on this collaboration will continue to be provided to the Arts

Commission. The City is currently in the process of entering into a contract with Mr.
Manglano-Ovalle for design development.
Community Workshops
Four community workshops were held between July 2010 and February 2011. The first
community workshop, attended by over 200 community members, was designed to elicit
thoughts, creative ideas, and suggestions on what their favorite existing features are on
the site and what they would like to see with the newly designed spaces. The second
community workshop was convened jointly by the Recreation & Parks and Planning
Commissions. Three preliminary design concepts (“Arroyo Ravine,” “Arroyo Dune” and
“Arroyo Wash”) were presented for input. The schematic design, which was a hybrid of
the best and most-liked features of all three preliminary design concepts were
presented at the third community workshop convened jointly by the Recreation & Parks
and Planning Commissions on November 13, 2010. Design development plans were
presented at the fourth community workshop convened by the Recreation & Parks
Commission. Concurrently with each workshop, a survey document was made available
both at the workshop and online for community members to complete. A summary of
the results of the community input is included as Attachment C.
On January 29, 2011, a special Sustainable Park Landscapes educational workshop
was held to introduce the public to the native plant material palette being discussed for
use in the park. The workshop was led by JCFO and two of the design team’s sub-
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consultants, noted horticulturalists Bob Perry and John Greenlee, and was well
attended by the community.
Regulatory Commission Reviews
Landmarks Commission – The Landmarks Commission was presented with
conceptual designs for Palisades Garden Walk and Town Square at its July, October
and December 2010 regular meetings. The proposals that were presented at these
meetings reflected significant alterations to the City Hall site. Concerned with the
potential impacts to this important historic resource and because the existing City Hall
designation failed to identify character defining features on the exterior, the Landmarks
Commission scheduled a public hearing to supplement the City Hall designation and
identify the exterior character defining features.

On May 9, 2011, the Landmarks

Commission held the requested public hearing. Staff’s historic preservation consultant t
prepared a report for the Commission that extensively researched and outlined existing
external features and their significance. After hearing testimony from the staff and the
public, the Commission voted unanimously to approve a supplement to the Landmark
designation that identified the following contributing historic elements (Attachment D).
These features are as follows:


Windmill Palms in the north and south gardens at front of City Hall;



Concrete planters flanking the front entrance of City Hall;



Dedication marker for City Hall;



Rectangular planting bed and brickwork in the center of the main entrance
walkway;



Concrete curbs and brickwork flanking the main entrance walkway;



Concrete sidewalks and brickwork throughout much of the site including the
scoring pattern, proportions, textures and finish;



Concrete entry steps and brickwork at the front, rear and south side;



Lawn areas (north and south) in front of City Hall and at the southeast corner of
the site;
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Council parking lot and design configuration, north of City Hall;



Canary Island Date Palms (3) in the Council Parking lot area;



Mexican Fan Palms (7) overlooking the Santa Monica Freeway and adjacent to
the south elevation;



The steeply-graded terraced hill, adjacent to the Freeway and remnants of the
retaining walls;



Foundation planting beds surrounding City Hall;



Flagpole;



Memorial Rose Garden and dedication marker; and



Symmetrical configuration of the landscape and hardscape elements at the front
of City Hall.

Following considerable discussion at its special meeting on May 23, 2011, including
acknowledging their overall support for the efforts that JCFO has made in developing a
design for Town Square that is mindful of the character defining features of the space,
the Landmarks Commission approved a Certificate of Appropriateness for the design of
Town Square with the following conditions.


Eliminate the rose arbors and corresponding paths;



Return with details for paving materials to match in-kind the current coloration
and texture;



Return with a redesign of the proposed benches to be more responsive to the
historic character of the site;



Return with a redesign of the ADA ramps at the entrance to City Hall to align with
the configuration of the existing ramp and preserve the planter area in front of the
ramp;



Eliminate the seat wall in front of proposed City Hall ramps;



Return with details regarding the placement of the existing memorial plaques
currently located within the rose garden and in the pavement;
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Return with detailed plans for the rose garden and the water feature including
refinements for the height of the water feature;



Return with details for the color of the proposed plant palette and a new tree
species for consideration; and



Return with details for replacing the existing handrails for the City Hall steps and
consider use of railing design to match or reflect the design of interior railings at
City Hall.

JCFO will return to the Landmarks Commission with their design responses to these
conditions in July 2011.
Architectural Review Board (ARB) – On May 11, 2011, the ARB held a public hearing
to review the proposed design of structures in Palisades Garden Walk including the
restrooms, overlook structures, bridge, maintenance shed, and green screen elements.
Following a lively discussion of the park features, the ARB approved the design of the
restroom building and green screen designs, with a request to return to the Board with
more details on the maintenance shed, the bridge and the overlook structures following
refinements to make them “more integrated” into their unique environment. Comments
from the Board included suggestions on how to improve certain aspects of these
elements. The Board members expressed how impressed they were generally with the
park design, describing it as “lyrical,” “beautiful” and the siting of the park restrooms as
a smart design. Specifically mentioned by several of the commissioners was the need
for, and importance of, a strong linkage and design connection between Palisades
Garden Walk and Town Square.
JCFO is actively revising the overlook structures and bridge designs.

Conceptual

modifications to these structures, per the request for the ARB, will be presented with
this report for Council input. The new proposals will be presented again to ARB for their
review in July 2011. Since the maintenance shed is entirely screened from view, JCFO
will revise presentation materials to illustrate this point when it returns to the Board.
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Advisory Commissions Reviews
Recreation & Parks Commission - The Recreation & Parks Commission has been
present at every community workshop and has been updated regularly by staff. The
Commission met jointly with the Planning Commission at two community workshops.
The Recreation and Parks Commissioners have regularly congratulated the design
team on their successful community process over the past months and for their ability to
synthesize the community’s thoughts about the park at every stage of design. Most of
the Commissioners agreed with the positive comments from the community that
included: the defined walking loop and improved connectivity, the “timelessness” of the
overall design, the planting plans, the choice of materials for the pathways and furniture,
and the improvements at the Discovery Hill play area. Suggestions offered by the
Commissioners included the addition of food vendor areas within the park, the need for
adequate infrastructure at the lawn area for events, the need for adequate funding to
maintain the landscape over time, the need for the play area of the park to
accommodate the needs of children and parents with disabilities, family-friendly facilities
in the restrooms, and concerns about the daytime aesthetic appeal of the trellis lighting
and the up lighting for trees as a trip-hazard. The Commissioners emphasized the need
to make Town Square an inviting gathering space for civic discourse and press
conferences, while maintaining a distinguished presence and a connection to Palisades
Garden Walk (Attachment E).
Revised design development plans address Commission concerns by ensuring
adequate infrastructure for performances in Gathering Hill, offering accessible play
areas and play structures in Discovery Hill, family stalls in the public restroom and
elimination of the trellis lighting in Palisades Garden Walk.
Planning Commission – The Planning Commission was convened at both the second
and third community workshops (concept and schematic design), in joint session with
the Recreation & Parks Commission and provided their comments and suggestions to
the design consultant on the proposed design which were then accommodated. Key
issues raised by the Planning Commission related to improving connections to the
adjacent uses, and recognizing the importance of providing appropriate entrances,
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bicycle access, and direct routes through the park. The Planning Commission was
supportive of the design refinements, which reconfigured the entrances adjacent to the
Village and to the Main Street route to downtown and the Light Rail Station. Planning
Commissioners complimented the design team on their design responsiveness in
addressing context by improving connections and designing a park that is both a
destination and a part of a larger circulation system that will integrate it with the
downtown and the beach. On June 8, 2011, design development plans were presented
to the Planning Commission for input. Because this report was completed prior to the
visit, staff will verbally report on the Commissioners’ comments.
Disabilities Commission – The Disabilities Commission sent a letter to the Mayor and
City Council on March 28, 2011 regarding concerns including seating types, adequate
parking, concrete surfacing and universally accessible play areas. Staff prepared a
response explaining that greater than 50% of the seating in the park is designed to meet
and exceed ADA standards, as is the proposed walking surface of aggregate concrete.
Adequate parking will be available along the new segment of Olympic Drive South and
the play features that are proposed are designed for all ages and abilities (Attachment
F).

Staff is scheduled to present the park design to the Disabilities Commission on

June 6, 2011.
Commission on the Senior Community – A letter dated May 3, 2011 was sent to the
Mayor and the City Council from the Commission on the Senior Community expressing
the need for adequate seating and lighting, sufficient adjacent disabled parking, and
measures to prevent the riding of bikes, skateboards, roller-blades and Segways in the
park. Staff prepared a letter in response addressing all concerns and attended the
Commission’s regular meeting on May 18, 2011 (Attachment G).
Recommended Design Development Direction
The design development scheme presented at the community workshop on February
26, 2011, has undergone an evolutionary and progressive development. The current
design for Palisades Garden Walk and Town Square has responded to feedback from
the community, City Council, the Recreation & Parks Commission, Architectural Review
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Board, Planning Commission, Landmarks Commission, Disabilities Commission, and
Commission on the Senior Community and the Urban Forest Master Plan Task Force.
Staff is requesting input and approval from Council on the design development and
direction to staff to proceed with construction documentation while also returning to the
Landmarks Commission and Architectural Review Board on those specific items
detailed above.
CEQA Review
Pursuant to CEQA, environmental impacts associated with Palisades Garden Walk and
Town Square were addressed in the Santa Monica Civic Center Specific Plan EIR SCH
#2003011074 (certified by the City Council on June 28, 2005). In particular, the EIR
analyzed construction traffic, construction air quality, geology, and historic impacts that
could occur as a result of development of the parks in the Civic Center. The Palisades
Garden Walk and Town Square Design meets the parameters of this park project
analyzed in the CCSP EIR.

The analysis within the EIR considered site grading

(export/import) as well potential historic issues. The current design of Palisades Garden
Walk and Town Square would not result in new significant impacts and/or an increase in
the severity of previously identified significant impacts. Rather, the current design of
Palisades Garden Walk, which includes four “hills”, would reduce the need for soil
export/import due to the re-use of fill from excavation from another CCSP project, the
Village Housing project, and consequently, would result in reduced impacts relative to
construction traffic, construction air quality, and geology. In addition, as identified in the
EIR, mitigation measures were incorporated to ensure that the Town Square would not
have a significant impact on the historic City Hall. None of the conditions described in
CEQA Guidelines Section 15162 have occurred which would necessitate additional
environmental review.

Additional Project Considerations


At this time, the park design will move forward, and any improvements to the
existing café, currently located at the western edge of Palisades Garden Walk
along Ocean Avenue, and funding for these improvements will be presented to
Council at a later date. In the meantime, staff will assess several options for
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sharing costs for design and construction, from partnering with a café operator to
leasing land and allowing restaurateurs to be responsible for all improvements.


As a result of the opportunity to obtain soil from the neighboring Village Housing
project at no cost to the project, 55,000 cubic yards of soil will be delivered to the
site in September/October of 2011. An Information Item describing this
opportunity was prepared on April 12, 2011. A staff report requesting Council
approval to select American Landscape as the contractor for the site preparation
work necessary in advance of the soil delivery is on the June 14th Council
agenda.



The tree relocation work on the Palisades Garden Walk site will involve:
Trees to be removed and not relocated
2 Ficus that are in serious decline.
Trees to be protected in place
1 large Moreton Bay Fig
2 Eucalyptus
73 Washingtonia Robusta (palms)
Trees to be relocated on-site
1 Pepper
2 Podocarpus
5 Phoenix Canariensis (palms)
16 Ficus
3 Ficus Rubiginosa (“Three Amigos”)
Trees to be relocated off-site
20 Washingtonia Robusta (palms) (per Coastal Commission requirements, this
species cannot be relocated within the coastal zone)
The tree relocation work for Town Square will involve:
Trees to be removed and not relocated
2 Carobs in the northern parkway, one that is in serious decline and one that
will not tolerate relocation.
4 Junipers planted against the City Hall building entrance. (These Junipers
cannot be relocated because of their constrained location proximate to the
building and the intertwining of their roots. Transplanting of Junipers in this
condition would require extensive root pruning that would seriously impact their
chance of survival.)
Trees to be protected in place
1 large Japanese Maple in the northwestern triangle of the site
1 Bunya-Bunya tree at the northwest corner of City Hall
7 Windmill Palms against City Hall
2 rows of Tipuanas along Olympic Drive
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Trees to be relocated off-site
1 small Japanese Maple in the northwestern triangle of the site
1 Albizzia in the northwestern triangle of the site
2 Tipuanas in the northern parkway
2 Junipers in the planted beds west of City Hall. (Given their growing conditions
and placement, these two Junipers have an increased chance of survival as they
do not have intertwined root systems and thus will not require significant root
pruning.)


Staff is moving forward with the selection of a design-builder for the park project,
in order to commit the Redevelopment Agency funds allocated to the Palisades
Garden Walk & Town Square by Council. The request to award this contract will
be presented to Council for consideration on June 28, 2011.

Next Steps
Based on Council input on the direction for the proposed design development, the
following next steps are anticipated:


Return to Landmarks Commission and the ARB – July 2011



Coastal Commission – August 2011



Preliminary site work to prepare the site for soil from the Village Housing
excavation – August/September 2011



Grading and compaction of the imported soil – September/October 2011



Park Naming – Fall 2011



Completion of construction documents – January 2012



Plan check and permitting – Spring 2012



Construction – Late Spring 2012 for 15 Months



McClure Tunnel Bridge/Ocean Avenue Sidewalk Widening – 2014
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Financial Impacts & Budget Actions
There is no budget or financial impact associated with this action.

Prepared by: Jean Bellman, Architect. Public Works
Julie Silliman, Sr. Administrative Analyst, Community & Cultural Services

Approved:

Forwarded to Council:

Martin Pastucha
Director of Public Works

Rod Gould
City Manager

Approved:

Barbara Stinchfield
Director of Community & Cultural
Services

Attachments:
A. Design Development Presentation
B. Community Engagement Strategy
C. Community Workshop and Survey Results
D. Landmarks Commission Supplemental Determination
E. Commission Comments
F. Correspondence with the Disabilities Commission
G. Correspondence with the Commission for the Senior Community
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Attachment A

PROJECT OVERVIEW

PALISADES GARDEN WALK +
TOWN SQUARE
City Council | June 14, 2011
prepared by
james corner field operations

COMMUNITY PROCESS
PARK SYSTEMS
Park Organization
g
Circulation Network + Materials
Bays + Bluffs
Site Furnishings + Screens
Planting: Trees
Planting: Grasses and Perennials
Water Features

A WALK THROUGH THE PARK
Palisades Garden Walk
Grand Hill
Gathering Hill
Discovery Hill
Garden Hill
T
Town
Square
S

PROJECT SITE
SANTA MONICA PIER

PALISADES GARDEN
WALK 6 ACRES
WALK-

TOWN SQUARE 1 ACRE

CITY HALL

COMMUNITY PROCESS
Workshop 1,
1 7/24 Feedback
“Views
Views and Topography
Topography” was identified as the
most important design theme for Palisades
Garden Walk;
“Civic Engagement and Public Discourse,” for
Town Square.
Square

Arroyo Dune
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COMMUNITY PROCESS
Workshop 2,
2 9/19 Feedback
3 Design Concepts
1-The “Arroyo Wash” scheme was preferred for its
organization sinuous form,
organization,
form and the strong
connection between Palisades Garden Walk +
Town Square.

A
Arroyo
Wash
W h

2-The “Arroyo Ravine” was preferred for its
dramatic topography and views.
3-The “Arroyo Dune” was preferred for its mix of
uses, intimate
i ti t spaces and
d sense off d
destination.
ti ti

Arroyo Ravine

james corner field operations | palisades garden walk + town square
Arroyo Dune

COMMUNITY PROCESS
Workshop 3,
3 11/13 Feedback
Synthesized Schematic
D i
Design
The overall design scheme, systems, and
elements were strongly liked by most community
members Specific feedback included:
members.
1- Strengthen north – south connections.
2- Increase softscape at Town Square.
3- Add more playful elements throughout the park.
4 Increase height of o
4overlooks
erlooks at Ocean A
Avenue.
en e
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COMMUNITY PROCESS
City Council,
Council 12/13 Feedback
Schematic Design
In general, the park design was liked by City
Council Appreciation was extended to city staff
Council.
and the design team for successful community
engagement process. Specific feedback included:
1- Continue to develop opportunities for discovery
and play.
2- Consider the removal of the lighting trellis.
3- Add more bike parking.

james corner field operations | palisades garden walk + town square

COMMUNITY PROCESS
Workshop 4,
4 2/26 Feedback
50% Design Development
Many design elements, especially the overlooks,
play features,
features water features
features, and planting were
strongly liked by most community members.
Specific feedback included:
1- Town Square should be more connected to the
park.
3- Restroom façade needs to be softened.
4- Trellis lighting was too heavy and overly
present in the park
p
p
during
g the day.
y
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COMMUNITY PROCESS
Regulatory Commissions
Between 50% and 100% Design Development

1- Landmarks Commission, May 23, 2011
2- Architecture Review Board
Board, May 11
11, 2011

Advisory Commissions
B t
Between
50% and
d 100% D
Design
i
D
Development
l
t
3- Commission on the Senior Community, May 18, 2011
4- Urban Forestry Task Force, April 12, 2011
5 Disabilities Commission
5Commission, June 6
6, 2011
6- Planning Commission, June 8, 2011
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100% DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
Summary of Changes
1- Articulation of Ocean / Colorado corner as a
1
gateway and destination.
2- Removal of the Lighting Trellis.
3- Refinement of Planting Palette.
Palette
4- Evolved design of 3 overlook structures, play
structures, green screens, water features,
f
runnels,
l
public restroom, and site furnishing.
5- Shift in the design of Town Square to respond
to newly designated exterior character defining
feat res
features.
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ARROYO LANDSCAPE

“WASH”
WASH TOPOGRAPHY

“WASH”
WASH TOPOGRAPHY

PARK ORGANIZATION
•

4 hills + Town Square
q

•

2 main paths

•

1 arroyo loop

TOWN
SQUARE

GARDEN
HILL
DISCOVERY
HILL

GATHERING
HILL

GRAND
HILL
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CIRCULATION NETWORK

to municipal parking +
Santa Monica High School

to Future EXPO STATION

to The Civic Auditorium

to South Santa
M i
Monica

to Santa Monica Place +
Downtown

to Palisades Park

to The Village

to The Pier
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to the beach

SURFACE MATERIALS
*All surfaces slip
p resistant + ADA compliant
p

concrete path edge

concrete paths - secondary

warm tan, fine aggregate, < 0.5”

warm tan, medium exposed aggregate, 0.5”-1” warm tan, large exposed aggregate, 1”-2”

concrete paths - primary

BAYS + BLUFFS
1.

Bike Bays
y

OVERLOOKS
2
2.
Pier Overlook
3.
Ocean Overlook
4.
2nd Street Overlook
GRAND HILL
5
5.
Hilltop Lawn Bluff
6.
Public Restroom
GATHERING HILL
7.
Gathering Bay Lawn
8.
Seating Steps
9.
Fig Picnic Bay
DISCOVERY HILL
10. Tree Grove + Seating
11. Play
y Bay
y
12. Discovery Hill Bluff

1
13
14

1

12

4

1

9
11
8

10

7

GARDEN HILL
13.
Water Bay
14.
Garden Bays

6

5
1
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1

2

3

1

SITE FURNISHING + SCREENS
-

66%
% of benches meet ADA compliance
p
requirements

- includes ADA compliant backrest
- includes ADA compliant armrest
- appropriate seat height and overall dimensioning

-

80% of benches provide ADA wheelchair

-

Picnic Tables meet ADA compliance
requirements

companion space

- include
i l d areas for
f wheelchair
h l h i pull-up
ll

FURNITURE | STANDARD PARK BENCHES
1 | Bench Type 1

2 | Bench Type 2

backless

3 | Bench Type 3
single
i l seatt w// b
back
k

w// back

3’-6”

2’

1’-6”

2’

1’ 6”
1’-6”

1’ 6”
1’-6”

1’-6”

1’-6”

FURNITURE | INTEGRATED BENCHES
4 | Garden Bay Bench

5 | Seat Wall Bench

2’

2’-9”

1’-6”

1’-6”

FURNITURE | GREEN SCREENS (Ocean + Colorado Corner)
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FURNITURE | SITE FURNISHINGS
1 | Drinking Fountain
(ADA accessible)
ibl )
powdercoat steel

1’

3’

2 | Custom Bike Rack
stainless steel pipe mounted to wall
allows for 2-wheel and frame lock-up

3 | Trash & Recycling Receptacle
off
ff the
th shelf
h lf product
d t

2’-4”

21”

2’
1’

3’-3”

21”

PLANTING | TREES
1. Three adapted
p
plant
p
groups
g
p identified to work
with existing site micro climactic conditions,
lessening the amount of soil amendment and
water resources needed to maintain plantings
1. Two adapted plant groups build on stands of
existing trees
2 Specimens added in key areas to strengthen
2.
diversity and to provide drama and botanical
richness to the planting scheme
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WESTERN SYCAMORE MIX

PINE MIX

FICUS GROVEGROVE REUSE
EXISTING TREES

OLIVE / OAK MIX

PLANTING | GRASSES + PERENNIALS
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DROUGHT TOLERANT
PLANTS

MEADOWS + GRASS SWALES

NATIVE SAGE SCRUB

COLOR + DISPLAY

MEADOW PLANTING
-native and locally adapted plants work with hill
topography
-bioswales
bioswales at hill base
-native wildflowers offer seasonal change and
reference to iconic California Landscapes
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MEADOW | SUMMER
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MEADOW | AUTUMN
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MEADOW | WINTER
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GARDEN PLANTING
-native and locally adapted plants work with hill
topography for maximum display
-dramatic
dramatic seasonal changes
-bold and unique forms and shapes showcase
extraordinary plants
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GARDEN | SUMMER
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GARDEN | AUTUMN
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GARDEN | WINTER
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PERIMETER MIX
-locally adapted drought tolerant species for southern
exposed edge condition
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COASTAL SCRUB PLANTING
-native plantings are locally adapted
-large existing trees are reused on site

Rhus integrifolia
Lemonade Berry
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WATER FEATURES
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SITE PLAN
PALISADES GARDEN WALK
GRAND HILL
1 Ocean Ave Shaded
1.
Seating + Green Screen
2. Ocean Ave Water Feature
3. Grand Bluff
4. Pier Overlook
5. Ocean Overlook
6. Public Restroom
7. Bike Valet / Bike Parking

GARDEN HILL
15. Water Bay
16. Gardens
TOWN SQUARE
17. R
17
Rose G
Garden
d
18. Lawn Areas
19. Arbor + Tree Allee

17

18

19

MAIN STREET

B

760
0 FT

16

15

GARDEN
HILL

10

13
DISCOVERY
HILL

9

12
GATHERING
HILL

14

11

8

6

PROPO
OSED OL
LYMPIC AV
VENUE

DISCOVERY HILL
11. Tree Grove + Seating
12. Discovery Bay
13. Hilltop Forts
14 The Village Gateway
14.

18
B

COLOR
RADO AVE
ENUE

GATHERING HILL
8. Gathering
g Bay
y + Lawn
9. Fig Picnic Grove
10. Second Street Overlook
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TOWN
SQUARE

GRAND
HILL

2
1

3

7

4

5

B
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760 FT

OCEAN AVENUE

B

PALISADES GARDEN WALK - GRAND HILL
1.

Ocean Ave Water Feature

2.

Grand Bluff + Hilltop Lawn

3.

Pier Overlook

4.

Ocean Overlook +
Pedestrian Bridge

5.

Bike Bay

6
6.

S
Specimen
i
T
Tree + Seating
S ti

7.

Public Restroom

8.

Runnel

9.

Service Entry + Access

10.

Bike Valet / Bike Parking

11
11.

Green Screen

8

9
7

1
2

10
3

B
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5

4

6
11

GRAND HILL

OVERLOOKS
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OCEAN OVERLOOK
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OCEAN AVENUE GATEWAY | GRAND HILL

PUBLIC RESTROOM
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PUBLIC RESTROOM

FINISH SCHEDULE:
CONCRETE
CON-1

STANDARD CONCRETE

CON-2

CUSTOM COLORED CONCRETE

GLAZED CONCRETE BLOCK
GCB 1
GCB-1

SPECTRA GLAZE – ARCTIC WHITE
SPECTRA-GLAZE

GCB-2

SPECTRA-GLAZE – CAPRI YELLOW

GCB-3

SPECTRA-GLAZE – LIGHT LEAF GREEN

QUARRY TILE
QT-1

DAL QUARRY TILE – 0Q60 BEIGE

PAINT
PT-1

METAL SCREEN & GATES - LIGHT GRAY 32GR

PT-2

WOMEN’S WOOD DOORS - DE-5445 TANAMI DESERT

PT-3

MEN’S WOOD DOORS – DE-5648 VINEYARD
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FLOOR PLAN
Scale: 1/8” = 1’-0”

PUBLIC RESTROOM
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PUBLIC RESTROOM
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PALISADES GARDEN WALK - GATHERING HILL
1.

Seating
g Steps
p at the “Grand Bay”
y

2.

Hilltop Bench

3.

Grand Lawn

4.

Meadow Planting

5.

Palm Grove + Bioretention Area

6.

Ocean Ave Gateway

7.

Ocean Ave Seat Wall

8.

Ocean Ave Resting Bay +
Planted Screen

B

Bus Stop

2

4
1
3

5

8
B
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7

6

GATHERING HILL

GATHERING HILL
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PALISADES GARDEN WALK - DISCOVERY HILL
1. Discovery
y Forts
2. Playful Topography

7

B

3. Hill Slides
4. Splash Pad
5. Grove + Seating
6. Village Gateway
7. Bike Bays
B Bus Stop

1
7
2
1

3

6
5
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4

PALISADES GARDEN WALK - DISCOVERY HILL
1. Discovery
y Forts
2. Playful Topography

7

B

3. Hill Slides
4. Splash Pad
5. Grove + Seating
6. Village Gateway
7. Bike Bays
B Bus Stop

1
7
2
1

3

6
5
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4

DISCOVERY HILL

DISCOVERY HILL
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PLAY FORTS

viewing fort
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climbing fort

tiny fort

PALISADES GARDEN WALK - GARDEN HILL
1. “Three Amigos”
g
Relocated Figs
g
2. “Morty” Moreton Bay Fig
3. 2nd Street Overlook
4. Fig Picnic Grove

1

6

5. Garden Hill
6. Water Bay + Runnel
7. Water Runnel

5
3

7

2
4
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GARDEN HILL

GARDENS
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WATER BAY
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TOWN SQUARE | 11/13 | MEETING 1
1. Existing
g Demonstration Gardens

1

2

2. Removed Canopy
3. Reflecting Pool + Runnels

3

4. Lighting Trellis
5. Shaded seating
6. Contrasting Paving Pattern
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4

5

TOWN SQUARE | 12/13 | MEETING 2
1. Water Feature Simplified
2. Trellis Moved away from central façade
to preserve views to City Hall
3. Planting Added as a connective element
and to soften the space
4. Bunya-Bunya Tree Preserved
5 Paving Simplified
5.

4

3

1
2
2
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TOWN SQUARE | 2/26 | COMM.
COMM MTG 4
1

1. Windmill Palms Preserved
2. Lighting Trellis Removed; Pole
Lighting Added to increase safety

2

3. Row of Trees Removed to better
preserve views to City Hall
4. Runnel Simplified
5. Paving Simplified
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3
4

TOWN SQUARE | 3/28 | CONVERSATION
1. Lighting
g
g Poles Relocated to better
preserve views toward City Hall

2

2 Tall plantings changed to turf grass
2.

1
4
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3

TOWN SQUARE
1. Rose garden
g
2. Water feature + runnel
3. Exposed aggregate entry
walk w/ brick border
4. Lawn areas

8

7

7

5. Arbor w/ shaded seating
6 Sh
6.
Shaded
d d seating
ti
allees
ll

7

9. Planter Bed

4

9

7. Existing
g planters
p
8. Entry w/ symmetrical
ramps

1

4

9

6

7

9

5

2
3

5

6

TOWN SQUARE-RESPONSE TO CHARACTER DEFINING FEATURES
1. Rose g
garden + rectangular
g
planter w/ brick border
2 Dedication markers
2.
3. Entry steps w/ brick border
4. Lawn areas + planters

3

5

2

5. Original planting beds
Overall
O
ll symmetry
t +
organization

5

5

4

1

4

5

TOWN SQUARE-CONNECTIVE ELEMENTS
1. Water feature + runnel
2. Exposed aggregate concrete
3. Linear Planters
4. Arbor w/ shaded seating
5. Shaded seating allees
6. Enlarged Crosswalk
3

7. Planted Area

3

Benches (not numbered)
6

5

4

1
2

6

4

5

TOWN SQUARE – EXISTING VIEW

TOWN SQUARE – PROPOSED VIEW

SITE PLAN
PALISADES GARDEN WALK
GRAND HILL
1 Ocean Ave Shaded
1.
Seating + Green Screen
2. Ocean Ave Water Feature
3. Grand Bluff
4. Pier Overlook
5. Ocean Overlook
6. Public Restroom
7. Bike Valet / Bike Parking

GARDEN HILL
15. Water Bay
16. Gardens
TOWN SQUARE
17. R
17
Rose G
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d
18. Lawn Areas
19. Arbor + Tree Allee
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Attachmeent C
Palisad
des Garden Walk & TTown Square
Community Workkshop and Survey Reesults

Commun
nity Workshop #1
July 24, 20
010 on site
200‐250 community
c
members
m

ment Cards
Comm
Conte
ext:
 Provide vissual connectio
on to the oceean and city h
hall
 Provide phhysical connecctions to the site’s adjacen
nt
destinationns
Edges:
 Wind brea ks and shelteer
n
 Buffer noisse and screen
adjacent rooads
Core:
 Protect exiisting trees
de
 Provide addditional shad
 Maintain fllexible open
space

Workkshop Statio
ons
Comm
munity Contexxt
 Views to thhe ocean are desirable
within the cityy is
 Connectionn to primary b
bike routes w
desirable
 Adjacent too shopping arreas, the Pierr, and Palisades Park
Park Use:
U Palisadess Garden Wallk (% of 100)
 Areas for ppicnicking, sittting relaxing, reading & vieewing
21%
%
 Horticulturre and displayy gardens 17%
 Public art 113%
T
Palissades Garden Walk (% of 1000)
Park Themes:
 Views and topography 118%
 Innovationn and progresssive design 17%
 Habitat an d horticulturee 11%
U
Town SSquare (% of 1000)
Park Uses:
 Areas for oorganized civic events and activities 31%
%
 Public art 114%
d complemen
nt city hall and
d its
 Areas that enhance and
history 12%
%
Park Themes:
T
Townn Square (% off 100)
 Civic engaggement + pub
blic discoursee 19%
 Identity & destination 114%
 Innovationn and progresssive design 12%
Design De
evelopment fo
or Palisades Garden
G
Walk & Town Squaare
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Attachment C
Palisades Garden Walk & Town Square
Community Workshop and Survey Results
Survey #1
435 respondents completed surveys
during workshop or on‐line

Palisades Garden Walk
Uses (In priority order, combined % for “very important” and “ important”)
 Areas for picnicking, lounging, sitting, reading, relaxing and
viewing 92%
 Pathways for walking, running and cycling 85%
 Areas for cultural events 69%
Themes (In priority order, combined % for “very important” and “ important”)
 Sustainability + the Environment 83%
 Views + Topography 78%
 Access + Connectivity 69%

Town Square
Uses (In priority order, combined % for “very important” and “ important”)
 Areas of sitting, reading and viewing 76%
 Areas for organized civic events and activities 75%
 Areas for informal gathering 72%
Themes (In priority order, combined% for “very important” and “ important”)
 Civic engagement + public discourse 79%
 Sustainability + the Environment 78%
 Access + Connectivity 74%

Palisades Garden Walk and Town Square
Greatest Opportunity (In priority order, % of 100)
 Creation of a new destination in the heart of Santa Monica
28%
 Strong adjacent destinations 25%
Greatest Challenge (In priority order, % of 100)
 Designing a space that works for multiple used at different
times of the day and week 19%
 Parking availability 17%
 Traffic 17%

Community Workshop #2
September 19, 2010
at Santa Monica Civic Auditorium
120 community members

Review of Concept Designs
At this joint meeting of the Recreation and Parks and Planning
Commissions, three concept designs were reviewed:
 The Arroyo Wash
 The Arroyo Ravine
 The Arroyo Dune
Breakout groups reported:

Design Development for Palisades Garden Walk & Town Square
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Palisad
des Garden Walk & TTown Square
Community Workkshop and Survey Reesults



Wash and Dune schemees held the m
most interest
Tall overlo ok facing the Pier and the beach in Ravvine
scheme waas also well liked

most favored tthese charactteristics:
Breakout groups m
 Dramatic t opography
d meadows
 Woodland planting and
overlooks
 Viewing plaatforms and o
 Social seat ing
 Intimate gaardens
 Specimen ttrees and bottanical displayys
 An outdooor café
 A gatheringg space for evvents

Survey #2
2
124 respo
ondents comp
pleted surveyys
during wo
orkshop or on
n‐line

Schem
me with besst PARK USE (In priority ordeer, combined % ffor “strongly
like” an
nd” like”)





The Arroyoo Wash 84%
The Arroyoo Dune 56%
The Arroyoo Ravine 36%

Ratings for DESIG
GN ELEMENTTS (In priority oorder, combined % for
“strong
gly like” and” likee”)












Woodland Planting + M
Meadows 88%
%
Social Seatting 85%
Viewing Plaatforms and O
Overlooks 83
3%
Dramatic TTopography 882%
Water Feattures 74%
Specimenss + Botanical D
Display 71%
Individual + Intimate Gaardens 70%
Trellis and Aerial Lightin
ng 69%
Outdoor Caafes 66%
Large Gathhering Spacess 66%

Commun
nity Workshop #3
Novembe
er 13, 2010
at Santa Monica
M
High School
S
Cafete
eria
130 comm
munity memb
bers

Revie
ew of Schem
matic Design
At thiss joint meetinng of the Recrreation and P
Parks and Plan
nning
Comm
missions, part icipants revieewed the Schematic Design.
Breakout groups m
most favored tthese charactteristics:
 overlooks aand bluffs
 gardens

Design De
evelopment fo
or Palisades Garden
G
Walk & Town Squaare
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Palisad
des Garden Walk & TTown Square
Community Workkshop and Survey Reesults




water feat ures
bays
trellis light ing

Breakout groups reeported:
unctuate
 Strong feellings for and against the frrames that pu
the overloooks and proviide a focal po
oint for scenicc views
ment about wh
hether bike laanes needed tto be
 Disagreem
he park
wider or shhould be removed from th
 Desire for larger bike paarking and vaalet areas at the
periphery
undings was o
of critical
 Connectivi ty of the parkk to its surrou
importancee

Survey #3
109 respo
ondents comp
pleted surveyys
during wo
orkshop or on
n‐line

Rating for COMP
PONENTS (In ppriority order, coombined % for “s
“strongly
like” an
nd” like”)







Mix of usess 85%
Ratio of ca nopy cover 885%
hardscape 75
5%
Ratio of sooftscape and h
Edge condiitions and entry locations 76%
Circulationn of bikes 50%
%

Rating for FEATU
URES (In priorityy order, combineed % for “stronggly like” and”
like”)






Gardens 899%
Places/Bayys 85%
Overlooks//Bluffs 81%
Water featture 81%

Commun
nity Workshop #4
February 26, 2011
at Santa Monica
M
Civic Auditorium
A
80 community membe
ers

Revie
ew of Design
n Developmeent
At thiss meeting of tthe Recreatio
on and Parks Commission,
participants review
wed Design Deevelopment P
Plans.
Breakout groups reeported:
were the mostt well liked
 Garden, Grrand and Disccovery Hills w
places in thhe park
 Many quesstions raised about the orgganic overloo
ok
structure ddesigns, view impacts and the connectiion to the
park desig n
 Planting la yout and paleette had strong support
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Palisad
des Garden Walk & TTown Square
Community Workkshop and Survey Reesults




The importtance of wateer features w
was mentioned
d several
times
Questions raised aboutt the amount of light and aair in the
public resttrooms
Least excitted by the dessign of Town Square

Survey #4
121 respo
ondents comp
pleted surveyys
during wo
orkshop or on
n‐line

Rating for these P
PLACES (In prriority order, com
mbined % for “sttrongly like”
and” likke”)







Garden Sq uare 93%
Discovery H
Hill 91%
Gathering Hill 88%
Grand Hill 76.1%
Town Squaare 39.6%

Rating for these FFEATURES (IIn priority order, combined % forr “strongly
like” an
nd” like”)










Planting 922%
Play Areas 84%
Furniture 778%
Water Feattures 74%
Overlooks//Bluffs 72%
Public Resttroom 64%
Park Restrooom 64%
Parking Ligghting 57%
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Attachment E
Commission Comments
Recreation and Parks and Planning Commissions
September 19, 2010

The Commissioners:
 were greatly impressed by all three designs and liked
elements from each of them
 emphasized the need to provide for bicycles, but were
divided as to whether bicycles should be able to go through
or only around the park
 stressed the need for a stronger perimeter, entrances and
exits, and diagonal connectivity in all directions
 were divided as to whether a pedestrian bridge or scramble
intersection is preferable for the Colorado and Ocean
Avenue crossing to the Pier entrance and Palisades Park
 expressed interest in the flow and open space aspects of
the Wash and Ravine schemes, but also liked the intimate
spaces of the Dune scheme and the need to achieve an
ideal balance
 liked (most) the concept of high canopy trees to provide
shade and preserve views
 were in support of drought‐tolerant/native plantings,
including some color
 voiced support for water features
 supported the idea of a public gathering and performance
space
 most complimented the trellis lighting in Arroyo Wash, but
some mentioned tying in the lighting concept from 2nd and
4th Streets
 most expressed that the Ravine concept was too harsh, but
liked the height for its view potential
 most expressed concern regarding safety issues and
maintenance costs, especially related to the wooden
walkways featured in the Dune concept
 some felt that there is not enough play/family space, but
noted that the parks should be for all people
 most would like to see play areas that incorporate natural
elements as opposed to brightly colored plastic, suggestion
that the area behind the outdoor café could be a good
location
 some suggested introducing aspects of fun, whimsy and
humor and perhaps flexible furniture/seating arrangements,
while expressing appreciation for the elegance of the
current designs
 all comment that all of the park areas must be ADA
compliant
 suggested that the designers consider allergies when
choosing planting materials
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November 13, 2010

asked that the future potential of freeway capping be taken
into consideration as design moves forward
suggested the design integrate human history and art
elements
emphasized the importance of this park as a destination
rather than just for passing through
called for a bold and striking design

The Commissioners:
 highly commended the design as a beautiful and
memorable destination
 supported the community’s sentiment for connectivity of
the park to its surroundings, with particular focus on the
need for an additional access point on the northeast corner
of the site through to the main axis to create flow from the
Expo Station and downtown to the park.
 recommended larger bicycle parking areas
 some suggested that a wider bicycle path through the park
be provided and others suggested that any bicycle path
within the park should be narrower and for recreational
purposes such as teaching young children to ride
 general support expressed for the proposed framed views
 expressed concern regarding safety and security issues
 generally liked proposed trellis lighting with some concerns
expressed about obstruction of the night sky and the effect
during the day
 expressed the need to incorporate play and discovery
opportunities in the park for all ages
 suggested higher overlooks
 stressed incorporating sustainable practices including
stormwater filtration, and drought‐tolerant planting
 emphasized that all of the park be ADA compliant
 emphasized the need to insure that adequate maintenance
funds be provided to maintain the park over the long term
 noted that there may be a need for more restrooms
 as design is refined, consideration should be given to ensure
that accommodations are made for event management
logistics
 expressed that the Town Square design featured too much
hardscape
 strong support expressed for the water features, with some
suggesting that they be adaptable to reflect the seasons
 recommended that allergies be considered in determining
plant selection
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Attachment E
Commission Comments
Recreation and Parks Commission
February 26, 2011

The Commissioners:
 Commended the design team on an excellent job and
outstanding public process
 Liked the defined walking loop and improved connectivity
 Complimented the timelessness of the overall design, but
questioned the relevancy of the shell frames at the
overlooks over the long‐term and their potential as
obstructions
 Suggested that there be opportunities for food vendors
within the park and possibly towards its center
 Stressed the need to ensure that infrastructure
requirements are incorporated into the design to
accommodate events at the lawn area
 Were very supportive of the planting plans and stressed
the importance of having funds to support the
maintenance necessary to maintain the quality of the
landscape over time
 Praised the choice of materials for pathways, furniture,
etc.
 Commended the improvements to Discovery Hill play areas
and noted the need to accommodate the needs of children
with disabilities
 Questioned if there are enough restrooms and suggested
family‐friendly facilities
 Some expressed concern about the daytime aesthetic
appeal of the trellis lighting and whether the tall light poles
might be too industrial
 Cautioned that uplighting trees can be a trip hazard
 Some questioned the balance of shade to open space
 Suggested better connectivity to the beach via Ocean
Avenue and Olympic Drive for pedestrians and bikes
 Emphasized the need to make Town Square an inviting
gathering space for civic discourse and press conferences,
while maintaining a distinguished presence
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